
Back To The Fire  

A	documentary	to	showcase	
the	strength	of	tradi4onal	
leadership	teachings.	

This	film	communicates	how	4me-
honoured	tradi4on	has	been	lost,	and	
how	if	it	is	not	restored	in	a	modern	

way	we	are	at	risk	of	losing	or	severely	
damaging	our	culture.		



	
 

Back To The Fire 
 “Despite being under duress since the newcomers landed, our ancestors kept the fire going” 

 

The Story 
Chief Jacob’s late father was raised by his grandfather who made his father go for a bath every morning in the Squamish river. If the river 
was frozen he had to take an axe down to chop a hole in the ice to bathe. After he finished his bathing he would go back to his grandfather’s 
longhouse to dry off and warm up around the fire. As he ate his breakfast his grandfather would bestow the teachings that were passed 
down the line from generation to generation.  As decades passed fewer and fewer people got their teachings in this way as they became 
subject to being kidnapped and sent to residential schools which was the beginning of the end for our way of teaching our children our 
traditions and practices plus the right and wrongs in life. 
 
Through interviews with prominent First Nations leaders, the viewer learns about the past generations; their training, and how they became 
great leaders, and how their teachings led to improving the conditions of their communities.  
 

The Message 
Back to the Fire is a documentary based on traditional leadership teachings. Chief Gibby Jacob recalls how training took place in the 
Longhouse. Around the communal fire the leaders would gather the people together to discuss and debate. Out of this “classroom” came 
the actions required to move forward. 
 
This film communicates how a tradition has been lost, and how if it is not restored in a modern way we are at risk of losing or severely 
damaging our culture.  
 

It’s time to relight the fire of learning and knowledge sharing. 
 
“A new and positive history can be created from the opportunities that are at hand. As I was told many times you have 
to know where you come from to know where your going. Traditional teachings alongside the outside education will 

create a roadmap to a better way of life for our collective peoples!” 



Fundraising Goal: $250,000 
Film Production Costs:             $150,000 
Travel and Honoraria for Leaders:           $  30,000 
Marketing, Coordination, Admin:       $  70,000 
Total:        $250,000 
 
All sponsors will be acknowledged on the Back-to-   
Fire Website, in the film and on marketing materials. 
 
Copper Level:  $5,000 
•  Logo on Website & in Film 
•  Special Mention at Film Premiere 
•  Tickets to Film Premiere 
•  1 free ticket to Fundraiser at Bill Reid Gallery 
 
Silver Level:  $10,000 
•  Logo and Special Thanks on Website & in Film 
•  Special thanks at Film Premiere 
•  Tickets to Film Premiere and after party 
•  2 free tickets to Fundraiser at Bill Reid Gallery 

 
 

Gold Level:  $30,000 
•  Logo and Special Thanks on Website & in Film 
•  Special thank-you at Film Screenings & Film 

Premiere by Chief Gibby Jacob 
•  Tickets to Launch Party & Film Screening 
•  Dinner with Directors & Producers 
•  4 free tickets to Fundraiser at Bill Reid Gallery 
 
Platinum Level:  $50,000 
•  Logo and Special Thanks on Website & in Film 
•  Special thank-you at Film Screening & Film 

Premiere by Chief Gibby Jacob 
•  Invitation to Speak at Film Premiere 
•  Tickets to Launch Party & Film Screenings 
•  Private dinner and networking night with Cast, 

Director, Producers 
•  4 free tickets to Fundraiser at Bill Reid Gallery 


